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ftp ftp.brics.dk (cd pub/BRICS)MONA: MONADIC SECOND-ORDER LOGIC
IN PRACTICE1
JESPER GULMANN HENRIKSEN2, JAKOB JENSEN2,
MICHAEL JRGENSEN2, NILS KLARLUND3,R O B E R TP A I G E 4 ,
THEIS RAUHE2, AND ANDERS SANDHOLM2
Abstract. The purpose of this article is to introduce Monadic Second-
order Logic as a practical means of specifying regularity. The logic is a
highlysuccinct alternative to the use of regular expressions. We have built a
tool MONA, which acts as a decision procedure and as a translator to nite-
state automata. The tool is based on new algorithms for minimizing nite-
state automata that use binary decision diagrams (BDDs) to represent
transition functions in compressed form. A byproduct of this work is a
new bottom-up algorithm to reduce BDDs in linear time without hashing.
The potential applications are numerous. We discuss text processing,
Boolean circuits, and distributed systems. Our main example is an auto-
matic proof of properties for the \Dining Philosophers with Encyclopedia"
example by Kurshan and MacMillan. We establish these properties for the
parameterized case without the use of induction.
Our results show that, contrary to common beliefs, high computational
complexity may be a desired feature of a specication formalism.
1. Introduction.
In computer science, regularity amounts to the concept that a class of structures
is recognized by a nite-state device. Often phenomena are so complicated that
their regularity either
 may be overlooked, as in the case of parameterized verication of distributed
nite-state systems with a regular communication topology; or
1This article is a heavily revised version of [10].
2BRICS, Centre of the Danish National Research Foundation for Basic Research in Com-
puter Science, Department of Computer Science, University of Aarhus.
3The corresponding author is Nils Klarlund, who is with BRICS, Department of
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York, New York, USA; research partially supported by ONR grant N00014-93-1-0924,
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1 may not be exploited, as in the case when a search pattern in a text editor
is known to be regular, but in practice inexpressible as a regular expression.
In this paper we argue that the Monadic Second-Order Logic or M2L can help
in practice to identify and to use regularity. In M2L, one can directly mention
positions and subsets of positions in the string. This feature distinguishes the logic
from regular expressions or automata. Together with quantication and Boolean
connectives, an extraordinary succinct formalism arises.
Although it has been known for thirty-ve years that M2L denes regular lan-
guages (see [16]), the translator from formulas to automata that we describe in this
article appears to be one of the rst implementations.
The reason such projects have not been pursued may be the staggeringtheoretical
lower-bound: any decision procedure is bound to sometimes require as much time
as a stack of exponentials that has height proportional to the length of the formula.
It is often believed that the lower the computational complexity of a formalism
is, the more useful it may be in practice. We want to counter such beliefs in this
article | at least for logics on nite strings.
Why use logic? Some simple nite-state languages easily described in English
call for convoluted regular expressions. For example, the language L2a2b of all
strings over  = fa;b;cg containing at least two occurrences of a and at least two
occurrences of b seems to require a voluminous expression, such as
aabb
[ abab
[ abba
[ bbaa
[ baba
[ baab:
If we added \ to the operators for forming regular expressions, then the language
L2a2b could be expressed more concisely as (aa)\(bb). Even withthis
extended set of operators, it is often more convenient to express regular languages
in terms of positions and corresponding letters. For example, to express the set
Laafterb of strings in which every b is followed by an a, we would like a formal
language allowing us to write something like
\for every position p,i ft h e r ei sabin p then for some position q
after p, there is an a in q."
The extended regular languages do not seem to allow an expression that very closely
reﬂects this description | although upon some reﬂection a small regular expression
can be found. But in M2L we can express Laafterb by a formula
8p :
0b
0(p) )9 q :p<q ^
0a
0( q )
(Here the predicate 0b0(p) means \there is a b in position p".) In general, we believe
that many errors can be avoided if logic is used when the description in English does
not lend itself to a direct translationinto regular expressions or automata. However,
2the logic can easily be combined with other methods of specifying regularity since
almost any such formalism can be translated with only a linear blow-up into M2L.
Often regularity is identied by means of projections. For example, if Ltrans is
regular on a cross-product alphabet  (e.g. describing a parameterized transition
relation, see Section 5) and Lstart is a regular language on  describing a set of start
strings, then the set of strings that can be reached by a transition from a start string
is 2(Ltrans \ 
−1
1 (Lstart)), where 1 and 2 are the projections from (  ) to
the rst and second component. Such language-theoretic operations can be very
elegantly expressed in M2L.
Our results. In this article, we discuss applications of M2L to text processesing
and the description of parameterized Boolean circuits. Our principal application is
a new proof technique for establishing properties about parameterized, distributed
nite-state systems with regular communication topology. We illustrateour method
by showing safety and liveness properties for a non-trivial version of the Dining
Philosophers' problem as proposed in [11] by Kurshan and MacMillan.
We present MONA, which is our tool that translates formulas in M2L to nite-
state machines. We show how BDDs can be used to overcome an otherwise inherent
problem of exponential explosion. Our minimization algorithm works very fast in
practice thanks to a simple generalization of the unary apply operation of BDDs.
Comparisons to other work. Parameterized circuits are described using BDDs
in [8]. This method relies on formulating inductive steps as nite-state devices and
does not provide a single specication language. The work in [14] is closer in spirit
to our method in that languages of nite strings are used although not as part of a
logical framework. In [2], another approach is given based on iterating abstractions.
The parameterized Dining Philosopher's problem is solved in [11] by a nite-state
induction principle.
A tool for M2L on nite, binary trees has been developed at the University of
Kiel [15]. Apparently, this tool has only been used for very simple examples.
In [7], a programming language for nite domains based on a xed point logic is
described and used for verication of non-parameterized nite systems.
Contents. In Section 2, we explain the syntax and semantics of M2L on strings.
We recall the correspondence to automata theory in Section 3. We give several
applications of M2L and the tool in Section 4: text patterns, parameterized cir-
cuits, and equivalence testing. Our main example of parameterized verication is
discussed in Section 5. We give an overview of our implementation in Section 6.
2. The Monadic Second-order Logic on Strings.
Let  be an alphabet and let w be a string over . The semantics of the logic
determines whether a closed M2L formula  holds on w. The language L() denoted
by  is the set of strings that make  hold. Assume now that w has length n and
consists of letters a0a1:::an−1.T h epositions in w are then 0,...,n− 1. We can now
describe the three syntactic categories of M2L on strings.
3A position term t is either
 the constant 0 (which denotes the position 0);
 the constant $ (which denotes the last position, i.e. n − 1);
 a position variable p (which denotes a position i);
 of the form t  i (which denotes the position j + i mod n,w h e r ejis the
interpretation of t); or
 of the form t 	 i (which denotes the position j − i mod n,w h e r ejis the
interpretation of t);
(Position terms are only interpreted for non-empty strings).
A position set term T is either
 the constant ; (which denotes the empty set);
 the constant all (which denotes the set f0;:::;n− 1g);
 a position set variable P (which denotes a subset of positions);
 of the form T1 [ T2, T1 \ T2,o r{ T 1(which are interpreted in the natural
way);
 of the form T + i (which denotes the set of positions in T shifted right by
an amount of i); or
 of the form T − i (which denotes the set of positions in T shifted left by an
amount of i);
A formula  is either of the form
 0a0(t) (which holds if letter ai in w = a0a1  is a,w h e r eiis the interpreta-
tion of t);
 t1 = t2, t1 <t 2 or t1  t2 (which are interpreted in the natural way);
 T1 = T2, T1  T2,o rt2T(which are interpreted in the natural way);
:  1 , 1^  2 , 1_  2 , 1) 2 ,o r 1, 2(where 1 and 2 are formulas,
and which are interpreted in the natural way);
9 p:(which is true, if there is a position i such that  holds when i is
substituted for p);
8 p:(which is true, if for all positions i,  holds when i is substituted for
p);
9 P:(which is true, if there is a subset of positions I such that  holds
when I is substituted for P); or
8 P:(which is true, if for all subsets of positions I,  holds when I is
substituted for P);
3. From M2L to Automata.
In this section, we recall the method for translating a formula in M2L to an
equivalent nite-state automaton (see [16] for more details). Note that any formula
 can be interpreted, given a string w and a value assignment I that xes values
of the free variables. If  then holds, we write w;Ij =: The key idea is that
a value assignment and the string may be described together as a word over an
extended alphabet consisting of  and extra binary tracks, one for each variable.
By structural induction, we then dene for each formula an automaton that exactly
4recognizes the words in the extended alphabet corresponding to pairs consisting of
a string and an assignment that satisfy the formula.
Example. Assume that the free variables are P = fP1;P 2gand that  = fa;bg.L e t
us consider the string w = abaa and value assignment
I =[ P 17! f0;2g;P 27! ;]:
The set I(P1)=f 0 ;2 gcan be represented by the bit pattern 1010, since the num-
bered sequence
1
00
11
20
3
denes that 0 is in the set (the bit in position 0 is 1), 1 is not in the set (the bit in
position 1 is 0), etc. Similarly, the bit pattern 0000 describes I(P2)=; .
If these patterns are laid down as extra \tracks" along w,w eo b t a i na nextended
word ,w h i c hm a yb ed e p i c t e da s :
a b a a
1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
Technically, we dene  = 0  3 as the word (a;1;0)(b;0;0)(a;1;0)(a;0;0)
over the alphabet BB of extended letters,w h e r eB=f 0 ;1 gis the set of truth
values.
This correspondence can be generalized to any w and any value assignment for a
set of variables P (which can all be assumed to be second-order).
By structural induction on formulas, we construct automata A;P over alphabet
Bk|where P = fP1;;P kgis any set of variables containing the free variables
in |satisfying the fundamental correspondence:
w;Ij =i (w;I)2L(A
;P)
Thus A;P accepts exactly the pairs (w;I)t h a tm a k etrue.
Example. Let  be the formula Pi = Pj +1 . T h u sw h e nholds, Pi is represented
by the same bit pattern as that of Pj but shifted right by one position. This can
be expressed by the automaton A;P:
i =1a n d j=0

i=0a n d
j=0 
i=1a n d
j=1

i=0a n d
j =1
In this drawing, i refers to the ith extra track. Thus, the automaton checks that
the ith track holds the same bit as the jth track the instant before.
54. Applications.
4.1. Text patterns. The language L2a2b of strings containing at least two occur-
rences of a and two occurrences of b can be described in M2L by the formula
(9p1;p 2:0a 0(p 1) ^ 0a 0(p 2) ^ p 16=p 2)^
(9p 1;p 2:0b 0(p 1) ^ 0b 0(p 2) ^ p 16=p 2)
Our translator yields the minimal automaton, which contains nine states, in a frac-
tion of a second.
The language Laafterb given by the formula
8p :
0b
0(p) )9 q :p<q ^
0a
0( q )
is translated to the minimal automaton, which has two states, in .3 seconds.
A far more complicated language to express is L<1apart consisting of every string
over fa;bg such that for any prex the number of a's and b's are at most one apart.
When using regular expressions or M2L, one needs to struggle a bit, but in M2L
there is a strategy for describing the functioning of the nite-state machine that
comes to mind.
We observe that a position p may be used to designate a prex; for example, 0
denotes the prex consisting of the rst letter and $ (the last position) denotes the
whole input string. We may now recognize a string in L<1apart by identifying three
sets of positions: the set P0 corresponding to prexes with an equal number of a's
and b's, the set P+1 corresponding to prexes where the number of a's is one greater
than the number of b's, and the set P−1 corresponding to prexes where the number
of a's is one less than the number of b's:
9P0;P +1;P −1:P 0[P +1 [ P−1 = all
^ 0 = 2 P0
^ 02P+1 ,
0a
0(0)
^ 02P−1 ,
0b
0(0)
^8 p:( p>0 )
p2P 0 ,(
0a
0( p ) ^ p	12P − 1)
_(
0b
0( p ) ^ p	12P +1)
^ p2P+1 ,
0a
0(p) ^ p 	 12P0
^ p2P−1 ,
0b
0(p) ^ p 	 12P0)
The resulting four-state automaton is calculated in a fraction of a second.
4.2. Parameterized circuits. Assume that we are given a drawing as in Figure 1
denoting a parameterized Boolean function.
How do we describe the language Lex  B of input bit patterns that make the
output true? From the drawing, no immediate description as a regular expression
or nite-state automaton is apparent. In M2L, however, it is easy to model the
outputs of the n or-gates as a second-order variable Q, which allows the language
to be described from a direct interpretation of the drawing. Note that the or-gate
at position p>0 is true if either there is a 1 at p − 1o rp , or in other words:
6
0 1 n−2 n−1 2
Figure 1. A parameterized circuit.
p 2 Q , 010(p 	 1) _ 010(p). Since the output is 1 if and only if all or-gates are 1,
i.e. if Q = all, the language Lex is given by the formula
9Q :( 8 p:( p =0)p2Q,01 0( p )) ^
(p>0)( p2Q,01 0( p	1)_ 010(p)))^ Q = all)
The resulting automaton has three states and accepts the language (1[10),w h i c h
is the regular expression that one would obtain by reasoning about the circuit. For
more advanced applications to hardware verication, see [3].
4.3. Equivalence testing. A closed formula  is a tautology if L()=L (), i.e.
if all strings over  satisfy . The equivalence of formulas  and   then amounts
to whether  ,   is a tautology.
Example. That a set P contains exactly the even positions in a non-empty input
string may be expressed in M2L by the following two rather dierent approaches:
either by the formula even1(P) 
02P ^8 p :( ( p2P ^ p<$)p1= 2P)
^( p= 2P ^p<$)p12P));
or as a formula even2(P) 
P [ (P +1 )=all ^ P \ (P +1 )=;^P6 = ;
To show the equivalence of the two formulas, we check the truth value of the
bi-implication:
8P : even1(P) , even2(P)
The translation of this formula does indeed produce an automaton accepting ,
and thus veries our claim.
75. Dining Philosophers with Encyclopedia.
A distributed system is parameterized when the number n of processes is not
xed a priori. For such systems the state space is unbounded, and thus traditional
nite-state verication methods cannot be used. Instead, one often xes n to be, say
two or three. This yields a nite state space amenable to state exploration methods.
However, the validity of a property for n = 2, 3 does not necessarily imply that the
property holds for all n.
A central problem in verication is automatically to validate parameterized sys-
tems. One way to attack the problem is to formulate induction principles such
that the base case and the inductive steps can be formulated as nite-state prob-
lems. Kurshan and MacMillan [11] used such a method to verify safety and liveness
properties of a non-trivial version of the Dining Philosophers example.
Selection hungry read eat
State’
EAT
THINK READ EAT
State THINK READ
Figure 2. Dining Philosophers with Encyclopedia
In this system, symmetry is broken by an encyclopedia that circulates among
the philosophers. Thus each philosopher is in one of three states: EAT, THINK,
or READ. The global state can be described as a string State of length n over the
alphabet State = fEAT;THINK;READg, see Figure 2.
The system makes a transition according to external events that constitute a
selection. Each process is presented with an event in the alphabet Selection =
feat;think;read;hungryg. Thus the selection can be viewed as a string Selection
over Selection, see Figure 2. As shown, all processes make a synchronous transitionto
a new global State
0 on a selection accordingto a transitionrelationtrans(State;State
0;
Selection), which is shown in Figure 31 together with an auxiliary predicate
blocking(Selection) used in its denition. Thus the new state of each process is
dependent on its old state and on the selection events presented to itself and its
neighbors. The transition relation is so complicated that it is hard to grasp the
functioning of the system.
Fortunately, the parameterized transition relation can be translated into basic
M2L on strings. For example, we encode State using two second-order variables P
and Q with the convention that
EATp(State)  p2P ^ p2Q
READp(State)  p= 2P ^p2 Q
THINKp(State)  p= 2P ^p= 2Q
1 We use '#' in the beginning of a line to indicate that this line is a comment.
8Similarly, State
0 and Selection can also each be encoded using two second-order
variables. Thus, the predicate trans(State;State
0;Selection) becomes a formula with
six free second-order variables.
For this distributed system there are two important properties to verify:
 Safety Property: The encyclopedia is neither lost nor replicated. Thus there
is always exactly one process in state READ.
 Liveness Property: If no process remains in state EAT forever, then the
encyclopedia is passed around over and over.
In [11] both properties are proved in terms of a complicated induction hypothesis.
This hypothesis is itself a distributed system, where each process has four states.
(The Liveness Property in [11] is technically dierent since it is modeled in terms
of selections.)
Our strategy is fundamentally dierent. We cannot directly verify liveness prop-
erties. But we can easily verify properties about the transition relation in the
parameterized case and without induction as follows.
Let  be an M2L formula about the global state. For example, we might consider
the property that if a philosopher eats, then his neighbors do not:
mutex(State) 8 p:E A T p( State) ): EATp	1(State) ^: EATp1(State)
A property given as a formula  can be veried using the invariance principle:
8State;State
0;Selection : (State) ^ trans(State;State
0;Selection) ) (State
0);
which is also a formula in M2L. In this way, we have veried for the parameterized
case that both mutex and the Safety Property that exactly one philosopher reads, i.e.
9!p :R E A D p( State), are invariant. MONA veries such a formula in approximately
3 seconds on a Sparc 20.
Note that this method does not rely on a state space exploration (which is im-
possible since the state space is unbounded). Instead, it is based on the Invariance
Principle: to show that a property holds for all reachable states, it is sucient to
show that it holds for the initial state and is preserved under any transition.
Establishing the Liveness Property. The Liveness Property can be expressed
in Temporal Logic as
 (READp	1 ) READp); (1)
that is, it always holds that if philosopher p	 1 reads, then eventually philosopher
p reads. We must prove this property under the assumption that no philosopher
eats forever:
 (EATp ) :EATp): (2)
So assume that READp	1 holds. We must prove that READp holds. There are
two cases as follows.
9blocking(Selection) 
eatp1(Selection) _ hungryp	1(Selection)
_ eatp	1(Selection)
trans(State;State
0;Selection) 
8p :
#THINK ! THINK :
(THINKp(State) ^ THINKp(State
0) )
thinkp(Selection) ^: (readp	1(Selection))
_
hungryp(Selection) ^ blocking(Selection))
^
#THINK ! EAT :
(THINKp(State) ^ EATp(State
0) )
hungryp(Selection) ^: (blocking(Selection)))
^
#THINK ! READ :
(THINKp(State) ^ READp(State
0) )
thinkp(Selection) ^ readp	1(Selection))
^
#EAT ! THINK :
(EATp(State) ^ THINKp(State
0) )
thinkp(Selection) ^: (readp	1(Selection)))
^
#EAT ! EAT :
(EATp(State) ^ EATp(State
0) )
eatp(Selection))
^
#EAT ! READ :
(EATp(State) ^ READp(State
0) )
thinkp(Selection) ^ readp	1(Selection))
^
#READ ! THINK :
(READp(State) ^ READp(State
0) )
readp(Selection) ^ thinkp1(Selection))
^
#READ ! EAT :
(READp(State) ^ EATp(State
0) )
false)
^
#READ ! READ :
(READp(State) ^ READp(State
0) )
readp(Selection) ^: (thinkp1(Selection)))
Figure 3. The transition relation
 Case EATp holds. By asssumption (2), there is an instant when EATp ^
:EATp holds. Thus if
READp	1 ^ EATp ^:  EATp ) READp (3)
is a valid property of the transitionsystem, EATp holds. In fact, we veried
using MONA that (3) indeed holds.
 Case :EATp holds. If EATp becomes true, then use the previous case.
Otherwise, :EATp continues to hold. Now, by the assumption (2) at some
point :EATp1 will hold. We then use the property
READp	1 ^: EATp ^:  EATp1 ) READp _ EATp; (4)
which we have also veried using MONA, to show that eventually READp
holds (or eventually EATp holds, which contradicts the assumption that
:EATp continues to hold).
10lo
hi
lo
hi
lo
hi
lo
hi
false false true
index=
0
index=
index= index=
0
11
val= val= val=
012
012
Transition function:
Initial state: 0
Accepting states:
Figure 4. BDD automaton representation
Rewriting formulas. The rst step in the translation consists of rewriting formu-
las so as to eliminate nested terms. Then all terms are variables and all formulas
are among a small number of basic formulas.
Translating formulas. The translation is inductive. All automata corresponding
to basic formulas have a small number of states (less than ve!).
The composite formulas are translated by use of operations on automata. For :,
1 ^ 2 and 9P : , which are the ones left after rewriting, we need the operations
of complement, product, projection, and determinization.
Complement. Complementation is done by simply negating the bit vector repre-
senting the set of nal states.
Product. The product automaton A of two automata A1 and A2 is
(Q1  Q2;B
k;(i1;i 2); ;F 1F 2);
where ((q1;q 2);b)=(  1( q 1;b); 2(q 2;b)). We are careful, however, to consider only
those states of A that are reachable from (i1;i 2).
When considering a new state (q1;q 2), we need to construct the BDD repre-
senting the corresponding part of the transition function . W eu s et h eb i n a r y
apply operation on the BDDs corresponding to q1 and q2. For each pair of states
(q0;q 00) encountered in a pair of leaves, we associate a unique integer in the range
f0;1;:::N−1g,w h e r eNis the number of dierent pairs considered so far. In this
way, the new BDDs created conform with the standard representation.
12Projection and determinization. Projection is the conversion of an automaton over
Bk+1 to a nondeterministic automaton over Bk necessary for translating a formula
of the form 9P : . On any letter b 2 Bk, there are two transitions possible in
the nondeterministic automaton corresponding to whether the P-track is 0 or 1.
Therefore this automaton is not hard to construct using the projection (restriction)
operation of BDDs.
Determinization is done according to the subset construction. The use of the
apply operation is similar to that of the product construction except that leaves
hold subsets of states.
Minimizing. Minimization seems essential in order to obtain an eective deci-
sion procedure. For example, if a tautology occurs during calculations, then it is
obviously a good idea to represent it using a one-state automaton instead of an
automaton with e.g. 10,000 states.
The diculty in obtaining an ecient minimization algorithm stems from the
requirement to keep our shared BDDs in reduced form. Recall that a reduced
BDD has no duplicate terminals or nonterminals. Such a BDD is just a specialized
form of directed acyclic graph that has been compressed by combining structurally
isomorphic nodes (see Aho, Hopcroft, and Ullman [1] or Section 3.4 of Cai and
Paige [6]). In addition, a reduced BDD has no redundant tests [4]. Such a BDD
is obtained by repeatedly pruning every internal vertex v that has both outedges
leading to the same vertex w, and redirecting all of v's incoming edges to w.
Suppose that the shared BDD had all duplicate terminals and nonterminals elimi-
nated, but did not have any of its redundant tests eliminated. Then it would be easy
to treat the deterministic nite automaton combined with its BDD machinery as a
single automaton whose states were the union of the BDD nodes and the original
automaton states, and whose alphabet were zero and one. If this derived automa-
ton had n states, then it could be minimized in O(nlogn) steps using Hopcroft's
algorithm [9]. Unfortunately, such an automaton would be too big.
For our purposes, the space savings due to redundant test removal is of crucial
importance. But the important `skip' states that arise from redundant test removal
complicates minimization. Our algorithm combines techniques based on [1] with
new methods adapted for use with the shared BDD representation of the transition
function. For a nite automaton with n states and a transition function represented
by m BDD nodes, the algorithm presented here achieves worst-case running time
O(max(n;m)n).
Terminology. A partition P of a nite set U is a set of disjoint nonempty subsets
of U such that the union of these sets is all of U. The elements of P are called its
blocks.Arenement Q of P is a partition of U such that any block of Q is a subset
of a block of P.I fq2U ,t h e n[ q ] P denotes the block of partition P containing the
element q, and when no confusion arises, we drop the subscript.
Let A =( Q ,B k,i 0, ,F ) denote a deterministic nite automaton, and let P be
a partition of Q,a n dQa renement of P.Ab l o c kBof Q respects the partition
P if for all q;q0 2 B and for all b 2 Bk,[  ( q;b)]P =[  ( q 0 ;b)]P.T h u s ,  cannot
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respects P if every block of Q respects P. A partition is stable if it respects itself.
The coarsest, stable partition Q respecting P is a unique partition such that any
other stable partition respecting P is a renement of Q.
The renement algorithm. The minimal automaton A0 recognizing L(A) is isomor-
phic to the automaton dened by the coarsest stable partition QA of Q respecting
the partition fF;Q n Fg. The states of A0 are QA, the transition function 0 is
dened by 0([p];b)=[  ( p;b)], the initial state is [i0], and the set of nal states is
F 0 = f[f]jf 2 Fg.
Now we are ready to sketch our minimizing algorithm, which works by gradually
rening a current partition.
 First split Q into an initial partition Q = fF;Q n Fg.N o t e t h a t Q Ais a
renement of this partition.
 Now let P be the current partition. We construct the new current partition
Q so that it respects P while QA remains a renement of Q.
For each state q in Q consider the functions fq : Bk !Pdened by fq(b)=
[  ( q;b)]P for all q and b. Now let the equivalence relation  be dened as
q  q0 , (fq = fq0 ^ [q]P =[ q 0] P). The new partition Q then consists of the
equivalence classes of . By denition of the fq's, Q respects P and is the
coarsest such partition implying the invariant.
We repeat this process until P = Q.
It can be shown that the nal partition Q is obtained in at most n iterations and
equals QA. The preceding algorithm is an abstraction of the initial naive algorithm
presented in Section 4.13 of [1].
The dicult step in the above algorithmis the splitting according to the functions
fq. However, we can here elegantly take advantage of the shared BDD representa-
tion. The idea is to construct a BDD representing the functions fq for each state.
We represent a partition of the states Q, by associating with each state q 2 Q a
block id identifying its block. The BDD for fq is calculated by performing a unary
apply on the collection of shared BDDs, where the value calculated in a leaf is the
block id. By a suitable generalization of the standard algorithm, it is possible to
carry out these calculations while visiting each node at most once (assuming that
hashing takes constant time). Thus the split operation requires time O(max(n;m)).
Since we use shared BDDs, we may use the results of the apply operations directly
as new block ids.
The Splitting Step Without Hashing. An alternative implementation of the splitting
step is possible that achieves the same worst case time bound O(max(n;m)) without
hashing. It is instructive to rst consider the case in which the shared BDDs are
reduced only by eliminating redundant nodes but not by eliminating redundant
tests. In this case the BDD may be regarded as an acyclic deterministic automaton
D whose states are the BDD nodes, and whose alphabet is zero and one. Consider
a partition P0 of the BDD nodes dened by equivalence classes of the following
relation. Two BDD leaves are equivalent i their next states belong to the same
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stable partition Q0 that respects P0 for automaton D can be solved in O(m) worst
case time by Revuz [13] and Cai and Paige [6], Sec. 3.4. Finding the equivalence
classes of states in Q that point to BDD roots belonging to the same block of Q0
(i.e., nding the coarsest partition Q that respects P) solves the splitting step in
the original automaton in time O(n).
In the case of fully reduced BDDs, the splitting step is somewhat harder, and
a closer look at the BDD structure is needed. For each decision node v, v:index
represents a position in a string of length k such that v:index < (v:lo):index ^
v:index < (v:hi):index. For each BDD leaf v we have v:index = k,a n dl e tv:lo =
v:hibe an automaton state belonging to Q.F o re a c hB D Dn o d evwe dene function
fv : Bk !Pmuch like the way functions fq were dened earlier on automaton
states. For each nonleaf v, fv is dened by the rule fv(b)=f v:lo(b)i fb v:index =0 ;
f v( b )=f v:hi(b)i fb v:index = 1. For each leaf v, fv is a constant function that maps
every argument into an element (i.e., a block) of partition P.
If q 2 Q is an automaton state that points to a BDD root v, then, clearly,
fq = fv. It is also not hard to see that for any two nonleaf BDD nodes v and v0,
fv = fv0 i either of the following two conditions hold:
(1) v:index= v0:index ^ fv:hi = fv0:hi ^ fv:lo = fv0:lo,o r
(2) fv:hi = fv:lo = fv ^ v:hi = v0.
This leads to the more concrete equivalence relation  on BDD nodes dened as
v  v0 i fv = fv0 i either,
(1) v:index = n0:index = k ^ [v:lo]P =[ v 0 :lo]P,o r
(2) v:index = v0:index < k ^ v:hi  v0:hi ^ v:lo v0:lo,o r
(3) v:index< k ^ v:lo v:hi  v0.
Note that two BDD nodes of dierent index can be equivalent only by condition
(3). Note also, that we can strengthen condition (2) with the additional constraint
v:hi 6 v:lo without modifying the equivalence relation. These two observations al-
low us to construct the equivalence classes inductively using a bottom-up algorithm
that processes all BDD nodes of the same index in descending order, proceeding
from leaves to roots. The steps are sketched just below.
 In a linear time pass through all of the BDD nodes, place each node in a
bucket according to its index. An array of k+1b u c k e t sc a nb eu s e df o rt h i s
purpose.
 Next, distribute the BDD leaves (contained in the bucket associated with
index k) into blocks whose nodes all have lo successors that belong to the
same block of P. This takes time proportional to the number of leaves.
 For j = k − 1;:::;0 examine each node v with v:index = j.B o t hn o d e sv:lo
and v:hi have already been examined, and have been placed into blocks.
Hence, a streamlined form of multiset sequence discrimination [6] can be
used to place v either in an old block (according to condition (3)) or a new
block (according to condition (2)) for nodes whose children belong pair-wise
to the same old block.
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blocks in O(m) time. As before, we can use these equivalence classes to nd the
coarsest partition Q that respects P, which solves the splitting step in the original
automaton, in time O(n). Thus, the total worst-case time to solve the splitting step
is O(max(n;m)) (without hashing), which seems to be new.
In an ecient implementation of nite-state automaton minimization, when the
splitting algorithm above is is performed repeatedly, we only need to perform the
rst step of that algorithm (i.e., sorting BDD nodes according to index) once. Thus,
the full DFA minimization algorithm runs in worst case time O(max(n;m)n)w i t h -
out hashing.
BDD Reduction Without Hashing. It is interesting to note that the preceding algo-
rithm can also be used with minor modication to fully reduce an arbitrary BDD
in worst case time linear in the number of BDD nodes (without hashing). Let Q0 be
the partition of BDD nodes produced by the algorithm. The states of the reduced
BDD are the blocks in Q0.F o re a c hb l o c kB2Q 0,B:index is the largest index of
any BDD node contained in B.L e t v 0be any node belonging to B of maximum
index. If v0 is a BDD leaf, then B is a leaf in the reduced BDD (i.e., B:index = k),
and B:lo = B:hi = v0:lo. Otherwise, B:lo =[ v 0 :lo]Q0 and B:hi =[ v 0 :hi]Q0.
The hi and lo successor blocks can be determined during the multiset sequence
discrimination pass when a new block is rst created. The index of the rst node
placed in a newly created block is the index for that block.
Work is in progress for exploring the \processing the smaller half" idea found
in e.g. [12]. We should mention, however, that the current implementation of the
minimization algorithm in practice seems to run faster than the procedures for
constructing product and subset automata.
MONA features. MONA is enriched by facilities similar to those of programming
languages.
Predicates. The user may declare predicates that can later be instantiated. For
example, if the predicate P is declared by P(X;x)= ( 0=x ^x2X), then P can
be instantiated as the formula P({Y;p1) with the obvious meaning.
Libraries. MONA supports creation of user-dened libraries of predicates.
Separate translation. MONA automatically stores the automaton for a translated
predicate. If there are n free variables, then there may be up to n! dierent automata
corresponding to dierent orderings of variables in the BDD representation.
To be done. In the current implementation, variables are ordered in their BDDs
according to the level of syntactic nesting in the formula; i.e. innermost variables
receive the highest index. This strategy is obviously often far from optimal and
we are working on implementing heuristics to improve variable ordering. Another
orthogonal optimization strategy is to reorder the product constructions by heuris-
tics. In both cases, however, it is not hard to see that nding optimal orderings is
NP-complete.
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